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On the elementary Particles of certab~ Cr~J~tals. 6 t 

Examination bg dissection. The sac was formed by an 
expansion of the membrane of the spinal marrow, passi~lg 
between the spinous processes of the vertebrm. The nervcn 
passed from the spinal marrow across the cavity of the sac. 
and were distributed by many fitameuts on its i'nzerna] sur- 
lace, There was not any inflammation ou the sac or 
llervcs. 

The bones of the head were much separated ; and a pir~. 
and a halt 'of a very limpid and pale-coloured serum was found 
in the lateral ventricles. There were no other marks or' 
disease either in the brain, its membranes, or blood-vessels, 

When  did the hydr,,eephahls take ptaee ? Was it at the 
time in which the child's health began to decline, i .e .  
tourteen days before his death ? or, Was the morbid con- 
dition of  the brain and spinal marrow coeval ? 

Grevil[e Street, Hatton Garden, J tree 18, 1813. 

g l I .  The Bakerian Lecture. On the eleTnentary Particles of 
certoin Crystal,. By WILLIAM H~,'D~ WOLLaSa'O~, 
J~I.D. S~c. R.S.* 

AMONO the known forms of crvstallized bodies, there is 
no m~e common to a greater nmht)er of" substances than th~ 
regular octohedron, and no cme iu which a eorresDofidin~, 

• . 1 . O 

difficulty has occurred with r(,~ard to determmm~ winch 
moditication of'its form is to be considered as primitive; 
since in all these ~ubslances the tetrahedrou appears to have 
equal claim to be received as the ofi~ma! from which all 
'their other modifications are to be deri'ved. 

The relation of these solids to each other is most di° 
stiuctly exhibited to those who are not much conversant 
with crystallography, by assuming the tetrahedron as pri- 
mitive, l%r this may immediately be converted into an oe. 
~ohedron by the removal of four smaller tetrahedront from 
its ~otid angles. (Plate I. fi_~. 1.) 

The substance which mosi readily admits of division by 
fracture into these tbrms is fluor spar ; a ,d  there is no dif- 
ficuhy in obtaining a sufficient quantity for such experi- 
ments. But it is no~, in facl, either the'tetrahedron or the 
octohedr0n, which first presents itself as the apparent pri- 
mitive form obtained by Fracture. 

If we fbrm a plate of nnifbrm thickness by two sueces- 
slve division., of  the spar, parallel to each other~ we shall 
lind the plate divisible into prismaticrods,  the ~ecti0a of 

From the Plfitosophical Tran~ctloza,t for 1813, laar~ L 
which 
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6~ On the elementa~ Particles of certain Crystals. 
'which is a rhomh of 70 ° 39'  and 109 ° o~8' nearly; and i f  
we again split these rods transversely, we shall ohtain a 
~vmber of regular acute rhomboids, all similar to each 
other, .having their ~ p~u t.rficial . . . .  an~les 605 and I~O °, and 
presenting an appearance o| primitive m~lecule, from which 
all the other modifications of such crystals might very sim- 
ply be derived. And we find, moreover, that 1he whole 
znas.~ of fluor might be diwded into, and conceived to con- 
sist of, these acute rhomboids alone, which may be put to., 
ge!her so as to fit each other without any intervening vao 
12LIIIVo 

But, since the solid thus obtailaed (as repr,~sented fig. ~.) 
tnav be again split hv natural fractures at right angles to its 
axis (fig. 3.), so thai a regular tetrahedron may be detached 
from each extremity, whde the remaining pt)rlion assnmes 
the tbrm of a regular octohedrot~ ; and since every rhom- 
boid, that can be ~btained, must admit of the same division 
into one oetohedro,1 and t ao  tetrahedr~)ns, the rhon~boid. 
can no longer I~e r~garded as the primitive form ; and ~inee 
the i,arts into t~hich it is ,tivisihle are dissimilar, we are left 
in dc)uht which of them is to have precedence as primitive. 

Its the examination of this question, whether weadopt  
the oetohedron or the tetrahcdron as the primitive form, 
since neither of them can fill space withotlt leaving va- 
cuities, there is a difficulty in ~'onceiving any arrangement 

i n  which the particles ~ill remain at rest : for, whether we 
suppose, with the Ahb6 Hatiy, that the particles are tetra- 
hedral with octohedral cavities, or, on tile contrary, c~eto- 
hedral particles regularly arranged with tetrahedral cavities, 
in each case the mutnal contact of adjacent particles is only' 
at their edges; and ahhough in such an arrangement it; 
must be admitted that tic.ere may be art equilihrittm, it is" 
evidently unstable, and ill adapted to form the basis of any" 
permanent crystal. 

More than'three years have now elapsed ~ince a very' 
simple explanation of this d~fficulty occmred to me. .As in 
the course of that time ! had not &sc~,vered it to be ]iable 
to any crystallographical objection, and as it had appeared 
satisfactory to various mathematical and philosophical fricnd~ 
to whom I proposed it, I had engaged to make this the 
subject of the Bakerian Lecture of the present year, hoping 
that some fitrther speculations, connected with the same 
theory, might lead to more correct notions than are at prc- 
sent entertained of crystallization in general. 

At  the time when I made this engagement, I flattered 
myself that the conception might be deserving of  attention 

from 
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On the elementa~ Particles of ee+'ta;n Crystals. 63 
~¢om its  novelty. But I have since fmmd, that it is not 
alt-gether so new as I had then supposed it to he ; fur, by 
~he kindness o f a  frim~d, I h~ve been referred to Dr. Hooke 's  
~licrographia, in whieil is contained, most clearly~ o~e 
+~ssential part of the same thet~rv. 

However, shlee lhe office of a lecture.,- is pro~perly to d ig  
fuse knowledge already acquired, rather than ~ make 
known new .discoveries in science, and since the~e hints o~" 
Dr. Hooke have been totally overlookvd, from having been 
tb.r.owll OUt at a time when crystallography, as a branch of" 
~z}enee, was wholl-y tulkn~wn, and consequently not ap- 
plied by him to d~e exteut ~vhieh. they may n.mv admit, [ 
have no hesitati,on in ~reating t}m subjeet as I had before 
designed. And when | have sc~ donee, I shall quote the 
passage from Dr. Hooke, Io sho,w how exactly the vtew~ 
which I have taken have, to a eertain extent, eorrespon'ded 
with his ; and I shall hope that, by the assistance of such, 
a.uthority~ tlaey may meet wi, th a more favourahle reeep+ 
,[1011". 

'l~,he lh~,ory to whiet~ 'I here nl'lucle is this, that, with re.- 
.~peet to fluor spar and' sueh other substanees as asst~me the 
,~ctobedral and tetrahedral forms, all di~eulty is removed 
by supposing the elementary particles to be perfect spheres, 
*a;hieb hy mutual attraction have assumed that arrangement 
,xhic~ brings t.hem as near to each other as possible. 

"~l:he relati.ve position of  any nt, m;ber of equal balls in the 
~amc plane, when gemty pressed together, forming equila,- 
~eral triang-~es with each other (as ~.presented 'wrapeetively 
in ~.g. 4.), is familiar to every one;  and it is eviden-t that, 
~" balls so placed were cemented together, and {he stratum 
~hus formed were afterwards broken, the straight l:ines .iv~ 
which they wonld be disposed to separate would form an- 
gles .~f 60 ° wilh each other. 

I f  a single ball were placed any where at re~t upon the 
preceding stratum, it i.~ eviSen.t .tha~ it ~vouht be in eontac~ 
~hh  three of the lower balls (as in fig. 50,  a~d that the 
)ines joining the eentres ~f four bails so in contact, or the. 
planes tou+ching their surfaces, would inc:]ude a regular te- 
traheclron, having all' its sides equilateral triaug]e~. 

The construction o~' an octohedron, by means of spl~ere-~ 
alone, is as simple as that t)f lhe tetra4aedron. For if four 
balls be placed in contact on( the same plane in fi~r,n oF at 
sqnare, then a single ball restin~ upon them in the centre~ 
being in eontac~ with eaeh pa t ro l  balls, will present a tri. 
angular face ri~ing from each side of the square, and the 
whole tog-et,her wilt repre~nt the st~perior apex of an oeto- 

hed ro..~ ; 
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64; On the deme, tar~.l Partldes ~f certaln Cr~jada. 

hedrnn ; so  that  a s ix th  hall similarly pTaced underneath 
the squ~re will complete the .ctohedral group, fig. 6 .  

There is one observation with regard ;o these forms that 
wil| appear paradoxical, namely, tl~at a strurtt)re which in 
this case ~,as begun upon a square fo,mdation, is real17 ~n- 
trinslcally the same as that ~h~ch is begun upon the tri- 
angular basis. But if we lay the octohedral ~r, mp, which 
consists of six balls, on our of its triant~ular sides, and 
consequently with an opposite triangular )ace uppent}ost, 
the two i~roup% consisting of three halls each, are then 
situated p~eciselv as they ~*ould be tbund in two adjacent 
strata of the tri[mgular arran eement. Hence in this posi- 
tion we may readih' convert the oct~htdrol~ into a ree~flar 
tetrahednm, by add'ition ,~f tour more balls. (fig. 7.) ~One 
placed on the top of the three that are uppermost t'~rms tho 
apex ; and if the triangular base, on ~hleh it rests, he eno 
lar~ed by aclditmn of three more balls regularly disposed 
aroutid it, the entire tzroup of ten bails will then be found~ 
to represent a regu|ar'tetraheflron. 

For the purpose of representing the acute rhomboid, two 
balls must he applied at opposite sides of the smallest oeto- 
hedral group, as in fig. 9- And if a greater number of 
balls be placed together, fig. !o and 1| ,  in the same fi,rm, 
then a complete tetrahedral group may be remqved fr(ml 
each extremity, leaving a central octohedron, as may be 
seen in fig. t t, which corresponds to fig. 3. 

The passage of Dr. Hookc, from which I shall quote so 
much as to connect the sense, is to be tbund at page 83 of 
his Micrograghia. 

" From tlUs I shall proceed to a second considerable 
ph~en,men(,n, ~hjeh these dianmnts (meaning 1.hereby 
quartz crystals) exhibit, and that is the regularity of" their 
figure This i take to proceed from tile most simple 
principle that any kind of torm can come from, next the 
gh)hu]ar; tor - I :hink I could make probable, that all 
these n'gular figures arise only iron) three or four several 
i~)sitit,ns or postures of gh,bular particles, and those the 
most plain and ohvlous, and necessary conjunctions of 
such figured 1;articles that are poss,bl~. And this I have 
ad oculum demenstrated with a company of bullets, so that 
there was not any regular fig,we whfch i have h~thrrto met 
withal of any of those bodies that I have above named, that 
I could not wilh the compositio6 of bullets or globules 
imitate almost by shakiug the'n) tog~.ther. 

" T h u ~ ,  for iustance, we find (hat globular hullers will 
of them~elvesj if put on an inclining plato st) that they 

may 
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On the elementar!l PartMes of certain Crystals. 65 

~ t y  run together, naturally run into a lriangular order 
composing all the variety of fi~ures that can be imagined 
out of equilateral triangle,, and such you will find upon 
trial all the surfaces of alum to be composed of 

'~ - -nor  does it hold only in superficies, hut in solidity 
also; for it's obvious that a fourth globule laid upon the 
third ill this texture composes a regular tetrahedron~ whiclx 
is a very usual figure of the crystals of alum. And there i.g 
no one figure into which alton is observed to be crystallized, 
but may t~y this texture of globules be imitated, and by no 
other." 

It does not appear it1 what mannet" this most ingenious 
philosopher thought of applying this doctrine to the forma- 
tion of quartz crystal, of vitriol, of salt-petre, &c. which 
he names. This remains among the many hints which the 
peculiar jealousy of his temper leR unintelligible at the time 
they were written , and which, notwithstanding his inde- 
fatigable industry, were subsequently lust to the public, for 
want of being fully developed. 

W e  have seen, that by due application of spheres to each1 
ether, all the most simple forms of one species of crystal 
will be produced, and it is needless to pursue any other 
modifications of the same form, which must result from a 
series of decrements produced according to known laws. 

Sin~ce then the simplest arrangement of tile most simple 
~olid that can be imagined, affords so complete a solutiml 
of  one of the most difficult questions in erystallography~ 
we are naturally led to inquire what forms would probably 
occur from the union of other solids most nearly allied to 
the sphere. And it will appear that by the supposition of  
etementary lpartieles that are spheroidical, we may frame 
conjectures as to the origin of other angular solidn welt. 
known to erystallographers. 

The obtuse Rhonzbold. 
I f  we suppose the axis of our elementary spheroid to be 

its shortest dimension, a class of solids will be tormed which 
ate numerous in crystallography. It has been remarked 
above~ that bv the natural grouping of spherical particles, 
fig. I0, one resulting solid is an acute rhomb~fid, similar to 
that of fig. ~, having certain determinate angles, and its 
greatest dimension in the direciion of its axis. Now, if 
ot:her particles having the Same relative arranRement be 
s~pposed to have the tbrm of oblate spheroids, the resulting 
solid, fig. 12, will still be a regular rhomboid; but the 
measures of its angles wilt be different from tho~e of the 

Vol.4,2. No.  18~,. Jul~ lS13. t~ former, 
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66 On the elementary Particles of certain Crystals. 
former, and will be more or less obtuse according to the 
degree of oblateness of the primitive spheroid, 

It is at least possible that carbonate of lime arid other 
substances, of which the tbrms are derived from regular 
rhomboids as their primitive tbrm, may, in fact, consist of 
oblate spheroids as elementary particles. 

h deserves to be remarked, that the conjecture to which 
we are thus led hv a natural transition, from consideration 
of the most simple form of crystals, was long since enl/er- 
tained by HuyKhens% when treating of the oblique refrac- 
tion of iceland-spar, which he so s~,ilfully analysed. The 
peculiar law observable in the refraction of lighl~ .b.y that 
crystal, he found might be explained on the supposmon of 
spher0idical undulations propagated through the substance 
of the spar, and these he thought might perhaps be owing 
to a spheroidical form of its particles, to which the dis- 
position to split into the rhomboidal form might also'be 
ascribed. 

By some oversight, however, the proportion of the axes 
of such an elementary spheroid is erroneously stated to be 
1 to 8 ; but this is probably an error of the press, instead 
of  I to 8'8, for I find the proportion to be nearly ! to S'87. 
In  fig. 15, F is the apex of a tetrahedron cut from an acute 
rhomboid similar to fluor spar, and the sections of two 
spheres are represented round the eentres F and C. I is 
the apex of  a corresponding portion cut from the summit 
of a rhomboid of Iceland spar, as composed of spheroids 
having the same diameter as the spheres. In the former, 
the inclination FCT of the edge of the tetrahedron to its 
base is 54 ° 4 4 ' ;  in the latter, the inclination ICT is e6 ~ 15'; 
and the altitudes FT, IT are as the tangents of these an.gles 
1.414 to  4 9 3  : : ~ ' 8 7  : 1, which also expresses the ratio of 
the axis of the sphere to that of the spheroid, or the pro- 
portional diameters of the generating ellipse. 

Hexagonal Prisms. 
I f  our elementary spheroid be on the contrary oblong, 

instead o f  oblate, it is evident that by mutual attraction 
their centres will approach nearest to each other when their 
axes are parallel, and their shortest diameters in the same 
plane (fi~. la . )  The manifest consequence of this strue- 
lure would be, that a solid so form&t would be liable to 
split into plates at right angles to the axes, and the plates 
would divide into prisms of three or six sides with all their 
angIes equal, as occurs in phosphate of limej beryl, &¢. 

bluygh~nii O.n. Relic. tom. i. Tract, de Lumine, p. 70. 
It 
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On the elementary PartMes of certain Crystals. 61 

It may fiarther be observed, that the propurtion of the 
height to ~he base of such a prism must depend on the ratio 
between the axes of the elementary spheroid. 

The Cube. 
Although I cnuld not expect that *he sole supposition of 

spherical or spheroidical particles would explain the origin 
of all the forms observable among the more complicated 
crystals, still the hypothesis would have appeared defective, 
if it did not include some view of the mode in which so 
simple a form as the cube may originate. 

A cube may evidently be put together of spherical par- 
ticles arranged four and tbur above each other ; but we have 
already seen that this is not the form which simple spheres 
are naturally disposed to assume, and consequently this hy- 
pothesis alone is not adequate to its explanation, as Dr. 
Hooke had conceive& 

Another obvious supposition is, that the cube might be 
considered as a right-angled rhomboid, resuhing from the 
union of eight spheroids having a certain degree of oblate- 
ness (e to 1) from which a rectangular I'brm might be de- 
rived. But the cube so formed would not have the proper- 
ties of the crystallographicat cube. It is obvious, that, 
though all its diagonals would thus be equal, yet one axis 
parallel to that of the elementary spheroid xvould probably 
bave properties different from the rest. The modification~ 
of its crystalline form would probably not be alike in all 
directions as in the usual modifications of the cube, but 
would be liable to elongation in the direction of its originaF 
axis. And if such a crystal were electric, it woukl have 
but ~ne pair of poles instead of having four pair, as in the 
crystals of boraeite. 

There is, however, an hypothesis which at least has sim- 
plicity to recommend it, and if it be not a just representa- 
tion of the fact, it must be allowed to bear a happy resem- 
blance to truth. 

Let a mass of matter be supposed to consist of spherical 
particles all of the same size, but of two different kinds in 
equal numbers, represented by black and white bails ; and 
le't it he required that in their perfect intermixture every 
black ball shall be equally distant from all surrounding 
White balls, and that all adjacent balls of the same deno~ 
rnination shall also be equidistant from each other. I say 
then, that these conditions will be fulfilled, if the arrange° 
tnent be cubical, and that the particles will be in equilibrio. 
Fig. 14 represents a cube so constituted of balls~ alternately 

E 2 black 
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68 On the deme~rtary Part~¢[e~ of certa~n Crysta~. 
black ant/ white tfirough~ut. The tbur black halls are a|l 
in view. The distances of their centres being every wa~. a 
superficial diagonal of the cube, they are equidistant, and 
their configuration represents a regular tetrahedron ; anti 
the same is the relative situation ~f the tbur white halls. 
The distances of dissimilar adjacent balls are likewise evi- 
dent ly  equal ; so that the conditions of their unicm are 
complete, as far as appears in the small group: an~ this is 
a correct representative of the entire mass, that ~ u l d  be 
c~mposed of equal and similar cubes. 

8~,nce the crystalline fom~ and ¢lectric qualities of bo, ra- 
cite are perhaps unique, any explanation of properties so 
peculiar can hardly be expected. It may, however, be re- 
marked, that a possible origin of its tbur pair of poles may 
be traced in the structure here represented ; fear it will he 
:~een that a white ball and a black one are regularly opposed 
to each other at the extremities of each axis of the cube. 

An hypothesis of uniform intermixt, ure of partic.le with 
particle, accords so w~ll with the most recent views c~f 
binary combination in chemistry, that there can he no ne- 
eessity~ on the present occasion, to enter into any defence 
of that doctrine, as applied to this subject. And thou~.~ 
the existence of uhimate physical atomsabsolutely indivi~,- 
ble may require demonstration, their existence is by nc~ 
aneans necessary to any hypothesis here advanced, which 
requires merely mathez~mtical points end~ed with powers of 
attraction and repulsion equally on a[l sides, so that their, 
extent is virtuall~t spherical, for from tlre union of such_ 
particles the same solids will result as from the combinatiotl 
of spheres impenetrably hard. 

'l'[~cre remains one observation with regard to the spherical 
form of elementary particlcs, whether actual or virtual, tha~ 
must be regarded as favourable to the |bregoing hypothesis~ 
naanely, that mat~y of those substances, which we have 
most rcasol~ to thialk simp~ bodies, as among the class of 
metals, exhibit this further evidence of their simple nature, 
that they crystallize in the octohedral form, as they would, 
do if their particles were spherica]. 

But it must, on the contrary, be acknowledged, that we 
can at  present assign no reason why the same appearance of 
si.mplicity should take place ia fluor sl~ar , which is presumed 
to contata at least two elements; and it is evident that at~y 
attempts to trace a general correspondence between the. 
crystallographical amt supttosed chemical elements, of  
bodies nmst~ in the present state of th~se science% b~ pre-. 
a~ature. 
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ztgotiee* respecting New Bod~s. 6,0 

~,rDte. A theory has lately been advanced ¢ by M.  Pree]atl~ 
which attetllpts to account for various crystalline farm~ 
from the different deozrees of comwessi(m that soft sphere~ 
tnay he supposed to tu~dergo in asstmaing the solid state. 
Jt is supposed, that with a certain degree of softness and o~f 
relative attraction, the particles will be surrounded eadh b~' 
four others, and will all be tetrahedral ahhouah in fact i; 
be demonmably ira.possible that tetrahedrons alone should 
fill any space• 

It is next ~Tposed, that soft spheres less compressed will 
be surrounded:by five o'thers, and will 'be formed into trian- 
gular pri.ams, comprised tmder five similar and equal planes. 
That they sho,uld be similar is impossible ; and it is further 
demonstraSle, that when the triangular termination of sucla 
a prism is equal in area to each rectangular side of  the 
prism, so as to present equal resistance, according to the 
hypothesis, then the triangular faces will be nearer to the 
centre in the proportion of three to tour, so that the attrae.,- 
tions will not be equal, as the hypothesis wou'ld require. 

A third hypothesis of M. Prec'htt is, tsar the degree of' 
ecmqn'essibili~y may be such that each p~rtiele will be sur- 
rounded by six mhers, giving it the form of a cube, whichj 
it must be admitted, is a very possible supposition. 

All .further application of the same hypothesis is pre- 
cluded by M. Frechtl, by denying that one particle can be 
surroune~ed by more than six others; ahhou~h in fact it is 
most evident, tl~at any sphere when not con~pressed will be 
surroun.ded by twice "that number, aml consequently bv a 
slight de~ree'~{-" compression wilt be converted into a do/]e- 
eahed,-on, accor,a, it~. "to the most probable hypothesis of 
simple compression/ 

XIt{ .  Notke, respecting Nezv Boo~s• 

P,~.T I. of" the Philosophical Transactions t:br 1813 h~s 
~mtde its appc:~rance. The followiug arc its contents : 

1 011 a I~ew ( [c~ona t ing  ~ I • (.mnpoun(., ;in a Letter fi'om Sir 
I1 umphJ-y Davy, LL.D.F.t-~.S. m the Right H on. Sir Jo*eph 
Banks, Bart. K.B. t).R S . ~  o. On a remarkaMe App|ieati~u 
ofCotes ' s  "l'heorem. By J.  F. W.  Herschel~ Esq. Com- 
municated by W.  Herschel, L L . D . F . R , S . - - 3 .  Observa- 
tion of the Summer Solstice, 131g~ at the Royal Observa- 
tory. By John P,md, Esq. Astron,uner Royal, F . R . 8 . ~  
,4, Observations relative to th.e near aud distant Sight of 
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